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ABSTRACT

Using the London theory we obtain a correction between the direction of the magnetic
induction B and the applied magnetic field H in superconductors with uniaxial anisotropy
when the Ginsburg-Landau constant is not so large. We make one analysis of the mag-
netization as function of angle a.
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In the high-Tc superconductors one of the properties is the large value of the Ginsburg-
Landau constant [1, 2], it. It allows that in first approximation the magnetic induction
be equal to applied magnetic field. In this work we make a study of the variation of the
direction between B and H from several values of n. This variation enables us evaluate
the free energy as function of a. The fig. (1) shows the free energy in the limit of large
magnetic induction as function of o, for some values of Ginsburg-Landau constantes. O
and a are, respectively the angle between B and H with axis of symmetry (z).

In this paper our calculation is in the context of anisotropic London theory, where the
total energy is given by [1]

= (1/8*) J hh), (1)

the supercurrents kinetic energy is determined by the local magnetic field h(f) through
Amperes's Law. For a superconductor with uniaxial anisotropic along the z axis the
penetration length tensor is

/ A, 0 0 \
= 0 A, 0

\ 0 0 A3 /
(2)

in the crystal's frame of reference.
We can determine the free energy of the vortex system by [1]

+ B2 . (3)

This expression comes from contribution of interaction of lines energy of coreless vortices
plus a Gaussian model for the vortex lines. The multiplicative B term indicates that
the *r*e energy per volume should be proportional to the density of vortex lines. The
cor j 6ution of the self-energy, (f?//e,)e, does not depend on the unit cell parameters, p
ar '. , nor on the magnetic induction, B. The interline term (B/KX)V, which describes
t11 .'t eraction among vortex lines, depends on the magnetic induction B, and on the
it A/ement of the vortex lines in the space, described by p and 4>. Here, we have
,;, = «72/3, where 7 is the parameter m^lmz < 1 that determines the anisotropy in
«h fjondon theory. All numerical results in this paper are obtained for a fixed value of
ai tfotropic, namely 7 = 0.02 which is the typical anisotropy of YBci2Cu$7. p is the ratio
' itween the unit cell sides, L\ and L%. $ is the angle between L\ and Li.

At the limit of the large K the magnetization is enough small, so we can take the
approximation that B = H and 6 = a. However, for values of K not so large this
approximation is not correct. In this point, we can use the thermodynamic relation, what
hi reduced units is given by H = (l/2)df/dB, in eq. (3), and we find,

H, = Bx + {l/2K)d(Bf)/dBx (4)
H. = B, + {l/2K)d(Bf)/dBt.

At the limit of extremely large vortex density B, the total free energy follows as [1]
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where r(tf)2 = cos2 tf + 7sin2i>; Ht2 = icz7/r; i) = 7e2«A2/4ar4C2; the auxiliary func-
tions are

C =

The above functions depend on a = IT s\n(<f>)/p, \ = 2z cos(<f>)/p and the Euler constant
ce. At this limit, we take the unit cell parameters found on ref. [2]. Through eqs. (4)
and (5), we find, after some simplification,

Bx = Ht-{l/2K){sm(d)d(Bf)/dB + cos(#)df/dd) (6)
Bt = Hz-{l/2K)(co&{d)d{Bf)/dB-sin(t)df/d4) (7)

where Hx = H sina, Hx = tf cosa, Bz = i?sin0, and Bx = BcosO.
We made a iterative program such that we obtained a correction between the ori-

entation of B and / / . We assume that the intensity of B and H are equal in first
approximation, and we varied the angle 0 and found the angle a and a new value to B.
The effects due to the superconductor shape are not treatet here, we consider a supercon-
ductor with no diamagnetization factor, and the external magnetic field is obtained from

We found a interesting behavior for magnetization as function of a and we observe
two angle where there are two distinct direction of magnetism for K = 50. We observe
that all K evaluate here show a maximum value of magnetization around a = 70°. We
understading it as due the interaction energy because in this limit it gives important
portion to total energy and there is a local minimum energy in this angle [2]. We can also
think that it is the angle that vortex chains appear [2].

The correction between a and 0 gives a possibility of evaluate of the Gibbs Function
for this system. If we writte the free energy with distinct directions for vortex lines [3],
we will enable the coexisting of the orientation of the vortex. So, we will be enable to
understand what was showed by A. Sudbo at al. [4]. It can explain about the decoration
figures of the vortex system found by CA. Bolle et al. [5]

Figure Captions
Fig. 1: In this figure we show the free energy as function of a for several values of n, no

so larges.

Fig. 2: In this figure we show the magnetization as function of the a for several values
of*.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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